
SUPERCHARGE YOUR EMAILS 

EMAIL MARKETING
CHEAT-SHEET 

01

SPEND TIME ON YOUR SUBJECT LINE 
On average, most marketers spend only 1% of the time

they spent creating a great email campaign on the

subject line itself. That's like wrapping a great gift in

soiled paper. No one will want to open it. 

Rules of thumb: no more than 65 characters! 

02

PERSONALISE
Every time you write an email or a letter to a friend or

colleague, you always start with their name. You don't

say 'Dear friend', you say 'Dear Frank'. It's the same with

email marketing. Don't say 'Dear colleague'. Use their

name if you have it. 

Rule of thumb: use the word 'you' as much as you can. 

03

BE A DATA DETECTIVE 
Most marketers don't know how many addresses in their

database have expired. On average, the lifetime of an

email address is 24 months. Start refreshing your data 18

months in.  

Rule of thumb: Check how many people never open your

emails (these are your 'unopens'). Remove them. 

04

TEST 
Always create at least 2 designs of your email if you can.

Mix it up, maybe have one text-only and one image+text

design. Split your data by half, and send one design to

each. Then see which one works best.  

Rule of thumb: Test subject lines and text-only to see the

major behaviour types of your audience 

05

REMOVE THE WEB BROWSER OPTION 
When was the last time you clicked on the 'View this in a

browser' link at the top of an email? Never, right? Then

why add it to your campaigns? Email softwares add this

by default but you can remove it easily. 

Important: Removing this can help get your email out of

Gmail's 'Promotions' tab and into the Primary tab 

06

ALWAYS TRY TO ADD A P.S. 
If there's anything as important as your subject line, it is

the P.S. at the end of your email. Studies of heatmaps

show recipients usually tend to click on or read the P.S.

immediately after scanning the email's first paragraph. 

Rule of thumb: What is your email's biggest USP? Add

that in the P.S. along with a call to action 
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